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From contemporary to classic, our quartz surfaces provide a range of 

options to customize your space.



Guidoni Group 
In the early 1980s, the company embraced a vision of 

combining modern technology, elegant design, and family 

tradition.  The results have allowed us to showcase to the 

world the beauty and uniqueness of quartz and natural 

stone.

Today, the company is a leader in the export of ornamental 

rocks in Latin America. Guidoni owns 593 quarry titles in 

Brazil, and 50 quarries are currently in operation. The 

company is now exporting to over 70 countries across the 

five continents. 

Guidoni USA 
263 E OAK St McRae, 
GA, 31055 

Guidoni Spain
Industrial Estate as Lagoas
Cedeira Road, km 2, La Coruña, 
Narón, 15570    
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Guidoni Brazil 
Gether Lopes de Faria Highway
São Domingos do Norte - ES 
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High Production
Capacity 
Guidoni stands out for its extensive experience 
in supplying materials for large architectural 
projects on a global scale.

With a remarkable production capacity and a 
network of specialized factories, the company 
ensures agile solutions and premium-quality 
service.



Spanish Black



Quartz: the ideal choice to 
harmonize beauty, elegance, 
strength, and durability.

Elevate your projects to the higher level by taking advantage of the unique 
features and unparalleled benefits of quartz. Transform your space with the 
distinctive quality that quartz provides. 
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American Soapstone
Modern and tradition meet in the movement of the veins of our American Soapstone.

The matte finish invites you to a sensory experience that combines a gentle touch
and stunning looks, expressing a natural and elegant design. 



Bianco
Carrara 
The depth and refinement of our design 

process makes our Bianco Carrara truly 

unmistakable. Add a delicate touch of sophisti-

cation to your space with this elevated classic 

design. 
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Calacatta Misty  

Calacatta Misty offers a striking 

design that stands out in minimalist 

and monochromatic spaces.

This color offers a soft white base 

and striking gray veins that are sure 

to elevate any design space.
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Ferrara Gold  
Ferrara Gold provides unparalleled class and beauty to any space.

With a crisp white canvas and delicate gold veins, this color stands 

out among others as a clear choice. 
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Palisades Gold  
Palisades Gold features a subtle 

aesthetic with a neutral base inspired 

by natural marble. It achieves a 

contemporary charm by incorporating 

hues that blend seamlessly with 

modern preferences.
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Himalaya 
Summit 
Himalaya Summit is a truly unique design inspired 
by the aesthetics of natural marble.  It’s elegance 
with a touch of boldness breaths life into any project. 
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Arabescato maximo

The Arabescato Maximo displays 

patterns of soft grey veins that run 

throughout the slab, imparting a 

classic and timeless design.
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calacatta new
lazaro  
The New Calacatta Lazaro is the ideal 

choice to express beautiful design 

and timeless durability. This option is 

excellent for enhancing your space 

with style and sophistication.



Absolute White



Plain Colors

Absolute Black Absolute White Aurora White

Georgia Gray

Crystal

Transform spaces with the unique sophistication of our plain color quartz, 
a uniform color palette that enriches every environment with a touch of 
modern elegance.

DESIGN PALETTE 

Suggar Venus White Brilliant White Lights

GreccoEyes White Crystal 1000
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Ferrara Gold



Calacattas
Where the classic beauty of Calacattas and Carraras come to life. 
Blending luxurious aesthetics with modern practicality, they are the 
perfect choice to transform any space into elegant and inspiring 
environments.

DESIGN PALETTE 

American Carrara Brenckenridge Bright Statuario Calacatta Divine

DenaliCalacatta VenatoCalacatta Milano 

Ferrara White Graphics Himalaya Black

 and Carraras
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Calacatta Duomo

Ferrara Black



Molokini Blue Rhodes

Sfumato Silver Moon

DESIGN PALETTE 

Venatino Guidoni 

Vanguard Carrara
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DenaliMolokini Blue 

Liberty Bell Mont Blanc

Spanish Black



Approx. Slab Sizes 

4

3

2

1

1

Product Information

STANDARD - SIZE SLAB
121 X 55 INCHES

(307cm X 141cm)

2 JUMBO - SIZE SLAB
128 X 63 INCHES

(325cm X 162cm)

3 JUMBO - SIZE SLAB
130 X 65 INCHES

(332cm X 165cm)

4  SUPER JUMBO - SIZE SLAB
137 X 79 INCHES

(348cm X 200cm)

Slab Thickness Guide

2cm
3cm
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Photos from the catalogs and brochures are a general representation of the products. 
It is not the exact representation of the actual product. 



Scan the QR code to view
our full range of capabilities and more.

For more inspiration Follow us: 

@Guidonigroup

V - US - 24 - 01


